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About This Game

You are just another face trying to survive the aftermath of a terrible event which shook the world. With your father you have
made the Hub your home, an underground shelter that protects what's left of civilization from the horrors that roam the ruins

above. Soon you will be tested, soon you will have to leave your home and enter the wastes!

Key Features

Random encounters, from combat, points of interest, wandering NPCs and Easter Eggs.

Follow quests that push you deeper into the unknown with colorful dialogue for every character.

A simple crafting system, turn your junk into life saving tools.

A massive world with over 50 locations to explore and loot.

Survive

Get hungry, get thirsty, get sick, stay alive relying on your wits and skill!
A huge main quest line that takes the player across the blistering wastelands.
Each NPC has a unique, detailed character portrait bringing the world around you to life.
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Title: Dustbowl
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
The Pompous Pixel
Publisher:
The Pompous Pixel
Release Date: 18 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 64 MB RAM

Graphics: 640x400, 32-bit colour: 700 Mhz system minimum

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Sound Card: All DirectX-compatible sound cards

English
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There are 3 DLC\u2019s for Homefront The Revolution and all of them are roughly half an hour long (beyond the walls is bit
longer but still less than an hour) and they play out like a single call of duty mission just more mediocre. It reminds me of the
linearity of the first game. I don\u2019t mind linearity it\u2019s just that there is nothing to grasp onto in these DLC\u2019s
they were all over so quickly, feels very weird paying money for them. Maybe I wouldn\u2019t have minded if the gameplay
was outstanding but it\u2019s more of the same generic shooting you\u2019ve done already. Story wise it continues on after the
ending of the base game and it tries to give a more satisfying conclusion and it does but it\u2019s all just very generic liberation
stuff nothing interesting going on.. Probably one of the best games I have played in a long time. Good stuff. Worth the two
quarters, unless you're a jobless bum like Warwick Janetzki.. \u062a\u0633\u0628\u0628
\u0627\u0644\u0635\u062f\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0639. wow if you want the apolyptic
vision of the future imagine no further. take your bike on a spin around the tracks and see what can do. you can do a flip and
land it, despite yourself. don't give it too much thought just ride like romantic image of motorcycles from the books, and when
you had a thought about playing this game you should.. "Danger Zone" by Kenny Loggins is mostly fun to play on Bass. The
parts of the song with the most energy to it is really really simple on the Bass. However the less powerful parts are really
exhausting to play. So these two parts jump between being beginner friendly and well into intermediate difficulty.

Don't know about Guitar.. not really, just because of the price +
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The game is full of bugs.
really well written. I like the game. I'm enjoying it. It looks like it is going to go further.....as I am playing. I'm looking forward
to more. (I'm at Level 6().

Feedback: crashes quite often or stops and I am not sure why. There's perhaps a list of items/parts in the battle screen ...so to see
what is what...to look up.
There is a time line for my play....60 seconds counting down. How about something for the opponent's time as well. (sometimes
the opponent takes a lot of time or a little....or crashes...and seconds counting down .... could be I'd feel better )

aloha
thanks!. Great game, lots to do!. Right, here we go again. This game. This was THE game for me and just about everyone I
knew back in 2006 - 2007.
You know, like when you ask people, what is their most memorable game from their youth and some might say Zelda or say
Halo, maybe a Mario game of sorts, but Getting Up is what I played and just about everyone played in my year at school. This
was what all the buzz was all about. Everyone had music from this game blasting from our Nokias and Sony Ericssons. There
was even a mobile version of this game available for Nokia Symbian OS, maybe for other systems too, but I am not sure.
Naturally, everyone was playing the mobile game on their phones, during long breaks. It was truly an iconic game, probably still
is for some people of certain age.
We probably loved this game a little bit too much, because you know how it often says on CD boxes of really violent games, that
the game is no way intended to promote said violence? Well, of course it said that Getting Up does not promote vandalism,
which graffiti is, unfortunately, however it had a completely opposite effect. This game did wonders at promoting vandalism
and street art! A lot of people got into graffiti art after playing this game and I mean a lot of people. People were competing
who can do more and better and dare the most. This game is definitely one of the most inspirational games I have ever played.
Now, I am not even going to go over its flaws, if you wanted to you could probably pull this game apart like freshly baked bread
for its insane camera angles, lack of any graphics options and controls that often make no sense. This was before Assassin's
Creed, the game that really set standard for what a 3rd person runner game should feel like, in my mind anyway. There is also
no other game like this, to my knowledge, none that I know of anyway. I remember someone was trying to convince me that
Getting Up is a rip off of Jet Set Radio. Yeah. Right. Legit, amirite.
I get vertigo just thinking about what if someone remastered this game. It would probably be one of the hardest remasters,
because I feel like it would be very easy to take away or change too much and ruin the game. Rework textures and make camera
more intuitive, perhaps? Yes, I do realise it is a console port, but I remember it solely as a PC game we played on our Pentium 2
computers. I mean, the chances of any big name companies taking on the job of remastering this gem are so small they are
virtually nonexistent. How many will sell? How much of that will go to the original developers? Street art is hardly a thing
nowadays in real life and even less so in video games. To be honest I feel fortunate this game is even offered on Steam and
maybe it's also fortunate for you, so that you can buy this and experience what a game can be, when you put your heart and soul
into making it.
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